The Economy Pillow Earthurn® Assembly Guide
The Economy Pillow Earthurn is handcrafted from the bark of the mulberry tree, and is ecofriendly from production through use. Beautiful and dignified, they are an ideal option for families
wishing to honor a loved one with an eco-friendly ceremony.

Loading Instructions Wrapped with the urn is a biodegradable bag and cotton twine. Place the
cremated remains loosely into the biodegradable bag and securely close with the tie provided.
Place the bag into the urn and seal the urn as instructed below.
Designed for Water or Earth Burial When placed in deep water, this urn is engineered to float
briefly, before gently sinking, and breaking down naturally. The time it takes to biodegrade will
depend on the local water/weather conditions. All federal regulations must be
Items Provided:
followed when placing this urn in water.
Optional Decorative Band
This urn should NOT be used in protected
or restricted waters, nor should it be
placed into the water from a beach or pier.
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1.

Gently expand flattened urn and
feed strings through holes
as shown, tabbed side first
(one string on each side)

This urn is also suitable for burial in the
earth. Once buried, this urn will break down
over time. The amount of time this takes will
vary depending on local soil conditions. As
with water burial, please follow local regulations before burying this urn.

String One

2.

String Two

Fold side flaps and tabbed flap in,
then feed string through outer flap

5.

3.

Fold and tie off
remaining end
in the same manner
as the other side

After folding in
outer flap, tighten
and tie the string off,
then cut off
excess string

4.

Securely tie off loosely-filled biodegradable
bag with third string, then place bag
inside of urn

String Three

6.

Wrap optional decorative band
around urn, hooking the ends together,
completing the urn

